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EPBF & BCA Launch Atlantic Challenge Cup
Junior players to compete annually in Europe versus USA competition
The European Pocket Billiard Federation and the Billiard Congress of America, the governing
bodies of pool in their respective regions and two of the founding members of the World PoolBilliard Association, today announced a joint venture in the promotion of junior pool.
Beginning in 2015, a Mosconi Cup style event for junior players will be held.
Two teams consisting of four boys and two girls will represent Europe and America and do
battle from July 1 - 4, 2015 on European soil in Rankweil, Austria in the inaugural staging of
the Atlantic Challenge Cup between Europe and America.
Proud to launch the event in Europe, EPBF president Gre Leenders had this to say, "We at
the EPBF and our members are pleased with the way we have enhanced the development in
the youth section over the last years and this will be another great platform for the youth to be
able to perform. We expect the desire from the players wanting to be included into the team
to be so strong and with an ever increasing standard within pool, we hope to have some great
entertainment when the time comes."
Equally excited to see this competition come to fruition, BCA Chairman Mike Serra
commented, “We are thrilled to be a partner in the Atlantic Challenge Cup. The future of the
game lies in our ability to develop tomorrow’s players. The prestige of competing in an event
of this magnitude will further promote the game to today’s youth. Our sport needs positive
exposure, and this is the ideal vehicle to meet such a need. We look forward to working
closely with the Billiard Education Foundation to select a competitive team to compete in the
inaugural Atlantic Challenge Cup.”
It was only a matter of time before an event like this was created for the young talent that is of
abundance in Europe and America. After long planning between the EPBF and BCA, a deal
was made to stage this event long term. This looks like it has the makings of a real match up
of the future to come and an exciting event to look forward to every year.
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The EPBF has long established itself in the creation of youth projects and the BCA formed
the BEF to further help develop junior pool on their side of the Atlantic. As such, the BEF will
select the team and coach for the upcoming competition.
“The Billiard Education Foundation is looking forward to the inaugural Atlantic Challenge
Cup,” said Billiard Education Foundation Executive Director Samm Diep-Vidal. “We’re excited
to offer our youth another opportunity to represent our nation on foreign soil in 2015 and on
our home turf in 2016. Go Team USA!”
Action starts on the 1st of July over a period of what could be four fantastic days in a race to
11 from a total of 21 matches possible.
More information on the Atlantic Challenge Cup will be announced in the near future.
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